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ADDITIONAL  GENRE  &  LITERARY  FORM

ANALYSIS  PROCEDURES

Chapter 16 introduced you to strategies for Periodic Preparation that will undergird

your weekly Immediate Preparation: (1) advanced planning for preaching and teaching (2)

various kinds of in-depth studies that will add significantly to the depth and breadth of your

ability to interpret and apply Scripture.  Your commitment to scheduling blocks of time

throughout the year for Biblical scholarship will be rewarded twice over!  First, personally, by

the sheer joy of periodically immersing yourself in focused study of the Word.  Second, by the 

deepening of your reservoir of knowledge and wisdom for preaching and teaching.  Keep the

main thing the main thing.  In the busyness of ministry, make time in your yearly schedule for

mini-sabbaticals for in-depth study.

This Appendix gives you four more types of in-depth studies to undertake as points

throughout the year:  Historical Criticism, Source & Form Criticism, Redaction Criticism, and

the Use of the Old Testament in the New.  Explanations, resources, and procedures for each of

these follows.

HISTORICAL  CRITICISM

Historical Reconstruction & Causal Factors

If you are planning to preach on or teach a gospel or Acts, historical criticism would be an

excellent choice for your indepth study during advanced preparation. The purpose of historical

criticism is to use the evidence in your passage to reconstruct what actually happened.  You’ll

ask yourself about the causal factors that generated the events in the text.  You will probe the

event's historical significance, and test for the document's accuracy and its reliability in

reporting authentic history.

Working toward a reconstruction of the historical events to which the narrative (along

with other Biblical narratives) testifies will give you an objective grid against which to compare

the narrative.  You’ll be able to explain with confidence what happened.  The emphases of the

author, especially theological ones, can then come to the fore.  Historical reconstruction

develops a comprehensive and coherent picture of the who, what, when, where, why, and how

of the events reported by historical witnesses.  It also concentrates on causal factors, i.e., what

made people do and say what they did?  Searching out causal factors often leads to dealing

with background information from the ancient historical context.  

For example, we have three historical witnesses to the episode of the Pharisees’

controversy with Jesus over the disciples’ picking and eating grain on the Sabbath (Matt. 12:1-8;

Mark 2:23-28; Luke 6:1-5).  These are normally seen as literarily dependent, i.e., Matthew and

Luke used Mark as their source.1   But this does not mean, unless one assumes that the only

information Matthew and Luke had about the event came from Mark, that each of the gospels

cannot supply historical information.  Indeed, such is the case here, for Mark’s statement in

verse twenty-seven that “The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath,” does not

occur in Matthew or Luke.  Jesus’ second Old Testament illustration about the priests’ lack of
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guilt for serving in the temple is present in Matthew but not the others (Matt. 12:5-6).  By

putting together a composite picture from all three gospels, Mark’s emphases stand out.  In

verse twenty-seven, Mark highlights God’s merciful provision of the Sabbath for humankind’s

good.

The causal factor of most interest in this passage is the Pharisees’ motivation: Why did

they condemn the disciples in this way?  Of course, their legalistic mindset seeks to shore up a

threatened position.  One with greater authority—One who will not bow to their

authority—ministers in their midst (cf. Mark 1:27; 2:6-11).  But historical study helps us see

more precisely that their objection to the disciples’ actions is an application of the main classes

of work forbidden on the Sabbath.  The background may be found in the Mishnah.  “The main

classes of work are forty save one: sowing, ploughing, reaping, binding sheaves, threshing,

winnowing, cleansing crops, grinding. . .” (Shabb. 7:2).  The underlined activities may have

been what the disciples were accused of engaging in on the Sabbath.

Testing for Reliability

Historical Analysis also tests the reliability of historical reports.  It test for inaccuracies,

discrepancies within a work, and discrepancies between the work and other witnesses.  It tests

for inauthentic material, events which did not occur in history.  

The standard historical critical method which is normally used to perform these kinds of

tests on the Bible operates based on three principles:

1) Methodological Doubt:  My reason must be satisfied that the writer has written

accurate history.  Skeptical applications of the historical critical method say, "I must

test for error and demonstrate truth."  Non-skeptical approaches say, "I test for truth

and must demonstrate what I conclude is error."  In either case, the Bible is treated as

any other human text, the product of fallible human beings.  

2) Principle of Analogy:  My own experience is the proper criterion by which to judge

the probability of the historical authenticity of the historical text’s report of events.  If

such reported phenomena do not happen today, they did not happen then.  There is

another explanation for the origin of these details.  

3) Principle of Correlation:  All events have a cause which can be determined by a

rational-empirical investigation of the space-time universe.  Events attributed to any

other type of cause, either are inauthentic and must be explained by some other cause. 

At the least, we must remain agnostic about their authenticity.

Those who defend the reliability of Scripture will obviously be uncomfortable with this

approach to historical criticism.  For us, the following principles for a theological grammatical-

historical method are not only appropriate for dealing with divine revelation: 

1)  Faith and a Hermeneutics of Good Will:  I do not establish the truthfulness of

witnesses to historical events.  As in a court of law I assume they are innocent--telling

the truth, until proven guilty.  In other words, I test the truth of claims, and must

demonstrate error.  I believe the Bible is the Word of God.  Hence, my functioning, non-

negotiable proposition is that, since its source is a God who is true and speaks only
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the truth, it is inerrant.  I expect it to always tell the truth.  I seek to solve difficulties,

but realize that in humility, I may not yet have enough evidence or the best

hypothesis--explanation to totally satisfy human reason.  So I keep working on the

problems and keep using an inerrant Word.  

2) Principle of Analogy/ Uniqueness/Divine Ordering and Intervention:  Causation is

complicated and cannot be reduced to what I would affirm could authentically

happen from my limited historical-cultural world view.  I accept the Scripture's

description of historical events and their causes as authentic.  

3) Principle of Correlation in Biblical Perspective:  The Bible bears witness to events

created by secondary causes traceable in the space-time universe, including its

spiritual dimension, and to primary causes, including the actions of God directly

intervening in history.  Events for which the Bible claims an immediate divine origin

do not have to be denied or become the subject of agnosticism.

It should be recognized that alleged inaccuracies in Scripture come from difficulties with

harmonizing all the evidence, either within Scripture or between Scripture and extra-biblical

sources.  Alleged inauthenticity arises from evidence of phenomena which challenge world

view perceptions or seem inaccessible to human authors.  So in one sense everyone is wrestling

with the same problems.  It is a matter of the implications the best explanation of the

difficulties have for the reliability of Scripture.

For example, Eduard Schweizer concludes that Mark 2:23-28 is fictitious.  Jesus’

argumentation from David’s example makes no reference to the completely new state of affairs

that has dawned in Jesus’ ministry; therefore, it could not have been spoken by him (Mark 2:25-

26).  If it didn’t happen, if Jesus did not say it, where did this material come from?  Schweizer

proposes  that Mark 2:25-26 came from the early church.  “Vss. 25f served as an argument in

the discussion between the church and Judaism; it emphasizes merely David’s situation of

need and not the particular situation of the disciples of the ‘Son of Man’.”2

What is the responsibility of those who hold to the conviction of Scripture’s inerrancy? 

They must answer the objections, i.e., harmonize the factors in the alleged contradictions, and

must give reasons why it is more reasonable to see the origin of the details in the reported

historical event rather than from some later situation.  I. H. Marshall effectively answers

Schweizer’s objection to the authenticity of Mark 2:25-26 by pointing out that Jesus often used

Old Testament Scripture and examples in his controversy with the Jewish leaders.  He does

infer the “new state of affairs” in his argument from lesser to greater which he brings out

explicitly with reference to the temple (Matt. 12:6).  As to the early church origin of the link

between the story and Jesus’ response, Marshall argues, “It seems probable that the reference

to David originally belonged to the story, since there is no common point between rubbing ears

of corn (this, and not the eating of them is the point at issue) and taking the shewbread, and

hence it is unlikely that the two motifs are arbitrarily joined together.”3
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Historical Criticism:  Resources

Synopsis  Evangeliorum:  Greek-English Edition, K. Aland, ed. (New York: UBS, 1978).

D. A. Carson, "Matthew," Expositor's Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984)

vol. 8.

R. H. Stein, Mark (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008)

Darrell L. Bock, Luke 1:1-9:50; 9:51-24:53 (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994, 1996)

Historical Criticism:  Procedure

Any time you are planning to preach or teach historical narrative passages, you’ll want to

consider doing historical investigation of the passage during the indepth study portion of your

periodic preparation.  Pursuing historical reconstruction, including causal factors, will

undergird  your immediate preparation.   You can also do historical critical analysis in those

areas where you think your audience might have difficulty understanding or accepting the

history presented.  

1. Establish a Historical Reconstruction & Causal Factors.

a. Comprehensive & Coherent Picture.  Using all sources (biblical and extra-biblical)

which witness to the event, reconstruct a comprehensive and coherent picture of what

happened by answering the questions: who, what, when, where, why, how?

b. Causal Factors.  Identify and explain with the use of background information the

reasons why the events happened.   As a believer, the Christian knows that God is the

primary cause of all that happens.  But he works through secondary causes–laws of

nature, man’s will–and it is those secondary causes that are the causal factors in

human history.

2. Conduct Historical Critical Analysis:  Test for the genuineness and demonstrating the

ungenuineness of the source’s content.  (With regard to an inerrant Bible, there will be no

demonstration of error.)  Fill out Historical Critical Worksheets in Appendix E.

a. Identify Questions about Scripture’s historical reliability.

1) Identify details which scholars see as historically inaccurate (appears to

contradict details in the same book, New Testament, or ancient history)   or

historically inauthentic (did not happen at all, because writer does not have

access to the event or the detail cannot be accommodated by a rational scientific

worldview). 

2) Classify the objections to the detail’s accuracy or authenticity.

3) Give the historical-critical explanation for the detail, either the reason why is

inaccurate or its origin, if it is inauthentic.

b. Answer the Questions about Scripture’s historical reliability.
1) Answer the objections, giving reasons why it is more probable that the details

originate in the events that the narrative describes, than in the “life setting” (sitz

im leben) proposed by the scholars.
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2) Explain the reason for the difficulties in a way which preserves Scriptural

truthfulness.

SOURCE  &  FORM  CRITICISM

Source Criticism

When a comparison of documents (e.g.,  two or more of the gospels) shows a similarity of

wording and order of subject matter, the question arises whether there might not be a literary

relationship among them.  Did the author of one document use the other document as a literary

source for his composition?  To discover whether there is a literary relationship among

documents and, if so, the direction of dependence among them, one practices source criticism. 
When one is testing historical documents for a literary relationship, the issue is further

complicated by the fact that when both accurately report what happened, they are bound to be

similar in wording and order of presentation.  How does one distinguish between similarities

caused by the common history reported and similarities caused by one document's use of the

other?

Though similarities among historical documents may be accounted for by the fact that they

report the same event, it is still possible that they may have a literary source relationship; i.e.

one document used the other as a source.  There is no generally agreed upon percentage of

similarity which indicates that a literary relationship exists between two documents.  But it

does seem plausible that if a literary relationship does exist the percentage of vocabulary in

common will be high and the sequence of presentation will be parallel.

The Synoptic Problem:  The Evidence  (D. Guthrie, N.T. Introduction, pp. 123-132).  There

are similarities in style and wording.  The substance of 606 of 666 vv in Mark (90%) reappear in

500 of 1068 vv in Matthew (47%).  The substance of 350 of 666 vv in Mark (50%) reappear in 350

of 1149 vv in Luke (30).  29% of Mark is shared by all three gospels (Mt, Mk, Lk).  235 vv are

shared in common between Matthew (22%) and Luke (20%) which do not occur in Mark. 

There is sequential parallelism in the order of the gospels’ narratives. Matthew and Luke

follow Mark's order of episodes.  Where Matthew or Luke are divergent from Mark's order it is

rarer for them to agree over against Mark than for one of them to agree with Mark while the

other differs.  And when either varies from Mark he will always return to Mark's order at a

later point in his narrative.

There are three types of differences among the Gospels. Large blocks of material (e.g.,

birth narratives: Lk 9:51-18:14; Matthean discourses) occur only in Matthew or Luke. When all

three have the same material, Matthew will sometimes agree with Mark against Luke; Luke

and Mark will agree against Matthew; rarely will Matthew and Luke agree against Mark. Some

sections of common material (Mt, Mk, Lk) have little verbal similarity (the passion narratives),

while others appear to be placed in different historical settings (Mt 8:5; Lk 7:1).

According to many, Mark appears to have the more primitive style and vocabulary; the

greater historical candor; the least explicit theological expression.

The Synoptic Problem:  Solution  (D. Guthrie, N.T. Introduction, pp. 123-132).
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The three basic stages to consider for the origin of a gospel are a) the historical events of Jesus’

life and ministry; b) the oral stage in which the tradition of the words and deeds of Jesus were

passed down in the church’s preaching and teaching; c) the composition stage in which the

Gospel writer wrote up his gospel with the aid of oral and written sources.  There is no

scholarly unanimity about the nature of the process, though a majority of scholars follow the

Two Document Source Hypothesis explanation (cf. Stein).  The basic divide among scholars

concerns whether or not any of the first three Gospel writers used any of the others works to

write up his gospel.  In other words, were Matthew or Mark or Luke literarily independent of

or literarily dependent on one another.  There are currently seven ways scholars see the matter. 

 

 

1)  Literarily Independent

a)  Historically Faithful:  Some scholars contend that the similarities among the

Synoptic Gospels are because each writer independently is recording the same

historical events faithfully reproducing the tradition.  Differences occur because of the

writers' different purposes.  R. L. Thomas and S. N. Gundry, A Harmony of the Gospels

(1978, 274-279) give an explanation of this approach (cf. C. H.Dyer, 230-245; Thomas

1998:245; Linnemann1992:177-191).  

b) Informally Controlled Tradition: Gospel writers wrote independently, using a

tradition which had been handed on in an informal, yet controlled, manner (Wright

1997:135-136 following Bailey, 1991).  The informality manner means that there was

no official control over the traditioning process.  Yet, eyewitnesses within the

Christian community did exercise a control over the degree of flexibility in content.

c) Common Vorlage: Gospel writers wrote independently, using and interpreting a

common tradition (vorlage) which existed in both written and oral form (Ellis 1991:

310; cf. France, 2007:20-22).

Obswervation: Though any understanding of the origin of the gospel material must take into

account the influence and control of the historical events to which they witness and the role of

the traditioning process in the oral stage, the similarities among the gospel writers seem to be

greater than that which would be caused by these factors.  ". . . the degree of verbatim

agreement in Greek between any two of these three Gospels is as high or higher than that

which generally exists between documents where it is known that the author of one copied the

text of the other." (W. R. Farmer, The Synoptic Problem:  A Critical Analysis 1976, 203).  A literary

component in the solution seems to be called for.

2) Literarily Dependent:  

a) Augustine: The canonical order is the order in which the Gospels will written and

the nature of their dependence: Matthew was written first; Mark abbreviated

Matthew; Luke was written third (implying the use of Mark; Black, 42).

b) Griesbach “Two Gospel” Hypothesis: Matthew is the first gospel.  Luke uses

Matthew as a source.  Mark uses both Matthew and Luke as his sources.  Thus, this

theory is called the Two-Gospel Hypothesis.  See D. Guthrie, N.T. Introduction, 129f;

he gives the external evidence from the church fathers an pp. 33-40; 70-71; 99-100. 

Both non-evangelicals (W.  R. Farmer, The Synoptic Problem (1976); B. Orchard, Why
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THREE Synoptic Gospels?  A Statement of the Two-Gospel Hypothesis," Irish

Theological Quarterly 46 (1979) 240-255; J. J. Griesbach, Synoptic and Text Critical Studies

1776-1976 (1979) and evangelicals (R. C. Newman, "The Synoptic Problem!  A

Proposal for Handling Both Internal and External Evidence," Westminster Theological

Journal  43 (1980) 132-151) are attracted to the solution.

c) Fourfold Gospel Hypothesis: In line with the witness of early church tradition and

the stages of first century church development, Matthew written first before 42 AD. 

Luke produces a “Gentile edition” of Matthew (58-60 AD).  Peter checks Luke’s

Gospel at Paul’s request and gives lectures on life and teaching of Jesus which John

Mark records and then publishes after Peter’s death (66/67 AD; Black, 90-92).

d) Two (Four) Document Source Hypothesis:  

"M"    Mk  Q  "L"

Mt Lk

Between the world wars, B. H. Streeter summed up the consensus of New Testament

scholarship in the area of source criticism with the Two (Four) Document Source Hypothesis

(B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels; A Study of Origins 1936).  Stein provides a good summary of the

hypothesis' main arguments.  Three conclusions should be noted:  a)  Mark only among the

Synoptics was a source for another synoptic gospel.  In this theory, Mark was a source for both

Matthew and Luke. b)  Luke and Matthew did not use each other as literary sources. c)  "Q," a

collection of the sayings of Jesus, was used by both Matthew and Luke.  This accounts for the

material they have in common.  These are the two identifiable documents, Mark and "Q," in the

Two Documents Source Hypothesis. Less generally accepted is the positing of an "M" and "L"

source in order to account for material unique to Matthew and Luke.

Gospel critics who work on the Gospels based on this hypothesis will either strictly limit

themselves to the two documents and attribute to the gospel writer's composition the origin of

other material in Matthew and Luke (e.g., M. D. Goulder, Midrash and Lection in Matthew, 1974,

who sees Mark as Matthew's only source).  Or they will allow for the presence of the other

materials, oral or written, which the gospel writer may have used.

The effect of the two document source hypothesis on a scholar's approach to the gospel

material seems to be to allow or invite conclusions that the gospel writer's redactional activity

involved inventive composition (e.g., R. H. Gundry, Commentary on Matthew, 1982).

In recent discussion, every aspect of the Two Document Source Hypothesis has been 

questioned.  What follows is a bibliographical overview of the criticism of the various arguments.

(1) For Markan Priority:  Hans-Herbert Stoldt, History and Criticism of the Markan

Hypothesis  (1980).  W. R. Farmer, "The Synoptic Problem:  The Inadequacies of the

Generally Accepted Solution," Perkins Journal  33 (1980): 20-27.

(a) Primitive Character:  E. P. Sanders, The Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition (1969)
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(b) Dependence:  J. M. Rist, On the Independence of Matthew and Mark  (1978)

(c) Sequential Parallelism:  J. B. Tyson, "Sequential Parallelism in the Synoptic

Gospels," NTS (1976): 276-308; M. Lowe, "The Demise of Arguments from Order

for Markan Priority" Nov. T. 24 (1982): 27-36

(2) For "Q":  M. D. Goulder, "On Putting Q to the Test," NTS 24 (1978) 218-234; H. Biggs,

"The 'Q' Debate since 1955," Themelios 6 (1981): 18-28.

The Standard Solution is still followed by the majority of non-evangelicals:  B. W. Powers,

"The Shaking of the Synoptics:  A report on the Cambridge Conference on the Synoptic

Gospels, Aug. 1979," Reformed Theological Review 39 (1980) 33-39; C. M. Tuckett, The Revival of the

Griesbach Hypothesis:  An Analysis and Appraisal  (SNTS Mon., 44, 1983).

Among evangelicals who find a literary solution to the Synoptic Problem more satisfying,

this solution appears to be preferred (D. A. Carson, "Matthew,"  Expositor's Bible Commentary, 8

(1984); J. Nolland, The Gospel of Matthew (NIGTC, 2005); R. H. Stein, Mark (BECNT, 2008); D. L.

Bock, Luke (BECNT, 1994-96); R. H. Stein, DJG, “Snyoptic Problem” (1992).

Concluding Observations:

 

Classicist George Kennedy concludes, "The inability of New Testament scholars over a period of

two hundred years to agree on the history of the composition of the gospels, despite general

agreement that there are signs of a literary relationship, suggests that the true relationship may be

very complex" ("Classical and Christian Source Criticism," The Relationship Among the Gospels:  An

Interdisciplinary Dialogue, W. O. Walker, Jr., ed. (1978) 153, cf. pp. 153f for his reconstruction 

of all possible factors in the process from historical event to finished gospel.  An inerrantist

would eliminate some of them as probabilities for inspired Scriptures).  That complex

interaction is probably one of eye witness memory, oral tradition, written notes, Aramaic

gospel(s), and Greek gospels.

Conclusions and implications flowing from these observations are as follows. Any

explanation of the relationships among the gospels, whether historical or literary, or a

combination, can be in harmony with conviction of inerrancy and inspiration. A Complex

Interaction Solution which includes testing for literary relationships in any given gospel

portion is to be preferred.  Such explanations violate an inerrancy conviction when they

conclude that Scripture is inaccurately or unreliably presenting the history, even though they

explain such adjustments/distortions of history as in line with the gospel writer's theological

intention.  Such explanations violate an inerrancy conviction when a purely literary analysis of

the text, in terms of sources and the gospel writer's compositional use of them, concludes that

the gospel writer invents historical detail, whether words or actions, to fulfill his theological

purposes.  A gospel writer's redactional, compositional activity is always based on source

evidence, eyewitness reports or eyewitness memory.  It is governed by a concern to relate

meaningfully and accurately what actually happened. Source Criticism can be helpful as a basis

for uncovering a gospel writer's distinctive theological thrusts.  It must be understood if one is
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to defend thoroughly the gospels against charges of inaccurate historical reporting.

Form Criticism

After the between the world wars earlier consensus on source criticism (i.e., Two

Document Source Hypothesis) had been reached, Gospels scholars turned their attention to the

study of the oral stage and the process and product of the church’s handing on of the tradition

of Jesus’ words and deeds.  The seminal thinkers in the field focused on either studying the

forms in which the material (Bultmann) was handed on or the traditioning process itself

(Dibelius).  Many saw the process as a chain link series of stages involving cumulative change,

so that by the end of the process the flexibility in the tradition has erased the continuity

between what the church was communicating about Jesus’ life and ministry and what actually

happened.  Bailey, however, says tradition history should be seen as spokes of a wheel.  The

process creates varieties of tradition about the same event or teaching which reflect a greater of

lesser flexibility under an informal control through the community depending on the type of

material being recited (Bailey 1991:41).  A continuing challenge of form criticism was the

identification of the nature of the “control” at work in the process assuring that the traditioning

did maintain continuity with what actually happened during Jesus’ life and ministry.  As late

as the early nineties, at the conclusion of their extended study on oral transmission of Jesus

material the “International Symposium on the Interrelations among the Gospels” identified

“control” as one of its pointers for further discussion:

“Control.  Was there a recognition from the beginning of need for control of transmission and

its variability?  Was there a conscious exercise of control, and if so, by whom?  Was such

control at all uniform and effective among the churches?  What criteria were used? . . .”

(Wansbrough 1991:13).  Any pursuit of form criticism within a commitment to inerrant

Scripture will need to be appropriately cautious.  D. A. Carson’s counsel is worth noting. “And

we should reckon with the consequences for historicity and for keeping to the fore the reported

original historical context, of identifying interpretation and application content in the oral

tradition and redaction that differs from what Jesus actually said or did.  Such a discussion

must keep in mind the extremely difficult and, in the end, necessarily speculative nature of

identifying the sitz im leben of the early church as it recites the tradition and of the Gospel

writer as he redacts his gospel material” (Carson 1983:125; cf. Bauckham 1998).  

Source & Form Criticism:  Resources

Synopsis  Evangeliorum:  Greek-English Edition, K. Aland, ed. (New York: UBS, 1978).

D. A. Carson, "Matthew," Expositor's Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984)

 vol. 8.

R. H. Stein, Mark (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008).

Darrell L. Bock, Luke 1:1-9:50; 9:51-24:53 (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994, 1996)
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Form Criticism

Craig L. Blomberg, “Form Criticism,” in Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels, Joel B.

Green, Scot McKnight, and I Howard Marshall, eds. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity,

1992), 243-250.

R. Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition  (New York: Harper & Row, 1976).

Source & Form Criticism:  Procedure
(As applied to the Synoptic Gospels)

Definition of Source Criticism:  The comparison of one work with others of similar content to

determine the precise literary relationship.  Which work served as a source for another?  What

is the origin of all the material in any given work?

1. Identify Similarities & Differences

a. With the use of a Gospels Parallels (Synopsis) or creating your own for the passage

through Bibloi, go through Matthew and Luke and underline each word which is also

in Mark.  When the word order is the same make the underline a connecting line.  If

the word is the same but in a slightly different form (e.g., different person, number,

case, voice, tense, mood) use a dotted line to underline.

b. Go through Matthew and Luke and underline with a different color or with a "wavy"

line material Matthew and Luke have in common which does not occur in Mark.

c. This procedure assumes a two-document source hypothesis (Mark and Q as the basis

for Matthew and Luke).  To do the study more objectively one may do separate

underlinings for Matthew and Mark; Matthew and Luke; and Mark and Luke.

d. Figure percentages.  Count up the total number of words in each passage.  Calculate

the percentage of words; how much of Mark is in common with Matthew; how much

is in common with Luke; and how much do Matthew and Luke have in common?

Note:  Percentages above 10-20% usually indicate a literary relationship.

2. Identify Verbal Parallelism:  Weigh the similarities of wording to discover the direction

of dependence and the probable basic source.

a. Isolated Clusters vs. Words Integral to the Basic Structure.  If the words in common

cluster together in one document and are easily excised from it, as opposed to their

distribution throughout the other document's basic structure, the former has probably

inserted the material from the latter.

b. Unusual Vocabulary.  When two works have unusual vocabulary in common it tends

to indicate literary dependence.

c. Verbal Difference:  Weigh the differences of wording to discover the direction of

dependence and probable source.
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1) Criteria indicating probable source:

a) More difficult style

b) More primitive details, including Aramaisms

c) More historical candor

d) Less explicit theology

2) Criteria indicating dependent work, i.e., the gospel which uses the other as its

source:

a) Editorial modification to neutralize stylistic and content details

b) Omissions or insertions

(Some scholars who do not hold to inerrancy use the criteria:  Evident

misunderstandings of the source and possible use of doublets, the same saying used

in more than one context.  Doublets and misunderstandings are phenomena

incompatible with inerrant Scripture and should not be found in the Gospels.)

d. Arrangement of Perikopes:  Upon comparison does the order of the perikopes point to

same kind of dependence?

1) Criteria:

a) Where two or more agree, without sequential reason from the text's content,

there is probably some kind of dependence.

b) Where two or more disagree, without sufficient reason in terms of editorial

adjustments, they are probably independent.

2) Procedure:

a) To compare perikope arrangement, take in each source the two previous and

two following perikopes (episodes) to the passage being studied to establish

sequence.

b) Compare the sequence according to the above criteria to discover probable

dependence.

e.  Conclusions:  State the source(s) for the content of your passage.

Definition of Form Criticism:  The study of the literary forms of NT material in such a way

that the development of the gospel material in the oral tradition stage can be traced.  The steps

below refer to form criticism as applied to the Synoptic Gospels.

1. Study of the form:  Set the limits of the perikope

2. Identify the essential elements of the form.  (Consult R. Bultmann, The History of the

Synoptic Tradition).

3. Identify secondary literary elements and the motive behind their introduction. (Practice

this step with care.  Especially in light of a concern for the historical reliability of an

inerrant Scripture, this step should not produce conclusions that the church created

material).

4. Sitz im Leben:  What life situation in the early church necessitated the remembrance and

handing on of this material?
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5. History of Tradition:  Trace the development of the material during the oral period.  (Note: 

The same caution concerning the control of a historical reliability interest in the oral period

applies here as it did with number 3 above.)

REDACTION  CRITICISM

Redaction Criticism is the study of a work as a whole and its various parts from the

standpoint of the author's use of his sources, his compositional methods, and his theology. 

What does an author's redaction (editing of his sources) tell you about his theological purposes

in writing?

Definitions, Descriptions & Observations

How can conservative evangelicalism with inerrancy in functional control of its methods

and conclusion engage in redaction criticism?  Basic definitions must be kept in view.

1) Definitions:  "Inerrancy will then mean that at no point in what was originally

given were the biblical writers allowed to make statements or endorse

viewpoints which are not in conformity with objective truth" (Nicole, In Inerrancy

and Common Sense, 88).  Redaction criticism is "a historical discipline that seeks to

uncover the theology and setting of a writing by studying the ways the redactor

or editor changed the traditions he inherited and the seams or transitions that the

redactor utilized to link those traditions together" (Osborne, In NT Criticism and

Interpretation, 199; Robert Thomas defines it as a method of biblical criticism

which seeks to determine the evangelist's point of view by ascertaining the

creative editorial work he does on his sources" [CT Oct 18, '85:8-I]).  

2) Description (Application of Definitions to the Words of Jesus):  ". . .in the four

Gospels we have evidence that considerable freedom was used in the reporting

of conversations in the days of our Lord" (Nicole, pp. 84-85).  Don't apply an

inappropriate standard of precision, let the gospels phenomena determine that;

don't assume that one writer arbitrarily changed another.  ". . .a real underlying

harmony exists between various accounts which differ somewhat in details"

(Ibid.).  Exact quotes, indirect discourse, freer renderings are the levels of

precision found in the Gospels.  In seeking to identify the relation between the

Jesus’ words in the Gospels and what he actually said historically, ipsissima vox

(exact voice, conceptual authenticity) probably assumes the possibility of too

much latitude on the part of Gospel writers who are seeking to write a historical

reliable account.  Ipsissima verba (exact words), on the other hand, is too narrow

and actually unattainable standard since Jesus taught in the main in Aramaic and

the Gospels are written in Greek.  Ipsissimus sensus (identical meaning achieved

in various ways) is a better standard since it links form and meaning, but

recognizes that meaning can be, indeed has to be, communicated in different

forms across languages.  What counts against inerrancy?  "If the sense of the

words attributed to Jesus by the writers was not uttered by Jesus, or if the exact

words of Jesus are so construed that they have a sense never intended by Jesus"
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(Feinberg, in Inerrancy, 301).

Categories of Redaction (from least to greatest author involvement): 1)

Selectivity; 2) Arrangement; 3) Minor Modification--writer's style and personal

expression; 4) Major Modification--substantial changes: summaries introducing

new terminology; theological clarification; representational changes; synedoche;

partial reports of longer sayings; 5) Creativity in Part; 6) Creativity in Whole

(Thomas, CT; and Blomberg, Historical Reliability, 117-127).  Thomas says that

categories 1) through 3) are congruent with inerrancy.  Blomberg using the

category "Paraphrase" (probably equivalent to Feinberg's "freer renderings") says

that categories 1) through 4) and possibly 5) (if any of the processes under 4)

could be so classified), are what we find in the Gospels.  He contends, such

paraphrase "certainly does not distort the truth of the gospel narratives. . .the

overall historicity of the gospel events is hardly called into question by these

minor variations in wording" (Ibid., 127).  Note that Blomberg has to apply

historical reliability at a more general leve–“overall historicity of gospel events”--

in order to accommodate categories 4) and certainly 5).    

3) Observations: When some evangelical biblical scholars conclude that major

modifications are present as the Gospel writers “contemporize” Jesus’ message

for the their audience, they may unwittingly challenge inerrancy or at least

redefine it so as to accommodate their assessment of the Gospel evidence.  For

example, Consider these comments.  "The differences in wording show

interpretive paraphrases by the evangelists in this material, but it is in line with

Jesus' original meaning and authentically reflects his teaching . . . the church can

translate and explain the parable's force without destroying its connection to

Jesus or altering the saying's conceptual authenticity." Bock, Luke [BEC], 721) At

what level should we be claiming inerrancy: word/meaning; literary thought

unit/conceptual authenticity; gospel narratives/overall historicity and truth? 

Continuing to pursue an understanding of the historical reliability of the text on

the word/meaning level is most congruent with inerrancy. 

Redaction Criticism:  Resources

Conservative Evangelicals & Gospel Studies (see also endnote four)

Blomberg, Craig. The Historical Reliability of the Gospels. Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity

Press, 1987.

Carson, Don A. et al. "Redaction Criticism: Is it Worth the Risk?" Christianity Today vol.

29, no. 15 (Oct. 18. 1985): *1-*12.

Feinberg, Paul D. "The Meaning of Inerrancy." In Inerrancy. edited by Norman Geisler, pp.

267- 306. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1979.

Nicole, Roger. "The Nature of Inerrancy." In Inerrancy and Common Sense. edited by

Roger R. Nicole and J. Ramsey Michaels, pp. 71-96. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980.

Thomas, Robert L. "Another View." Christianity Today  vol. 29, no. 15 (Oct. 18. 1985): *8.
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Redaction Criticism

Synopsis  Evangeliorum:  Greek-English Edition, K. Aland, ed. (New York: UBS, 1978).

D. A. Carson, "Matthew," Expositor's Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984)

vol. 8.

R. H. Stein, Mark (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008)

Darrell L. Bock, Luke 1:1-9:50; 9:51-24:53 (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994, 1996)

Redaction Criticism:  Procedure

1. The Mechanics of Redaction Criticism:  Use the results of Source Criticism to try to

understand the writer's use of his sources in terms of his theological purposes.

a. Source Critical Analysis of the Passage

1) With the use of a Gospels Parallels (Synopsis) or creating your own for the

passage through Bibloi, go through Matthew and Luke and underline each word

which is also in Mark.  When the word order is the same make the underline a

connecting line.  If the word is the same but in a slightly different form (e.g.,

different person, number, case, voice, tense, mood) use a dotted line to underline.

2) Go through Matthew and Luke and underline with a different color or with a

"wavy" line material Matthew and Luke have in common which does not occur in

Mark.

b. Redaction Critical Results (using the worksheet in Appendix E–Parable

Analysis–Evangelist’s Context)

1) List on the Redaction Critical Results Worksheet words or phrases absent (A) or

present (P) or different (D) in your passage as compared with another Synoptic

Gospel reporting the same event.  

2) Note any theologically revealing editorial comments at the beginning, end, or

throughout the passage.

[3) Note the arrangement of perikopes:  Does the rearrangement reflect any

theological interest?  

(Be sure to never set theological interest over against interest in historical reliability. 

They should always be consonant with one another.)]

2. Assessment: The Theological Significance of a Writer's Redaction

a. Comment on the theological significance (what they indicate about the writer’s

theological views) of any of the variations: items absent, present or different, in your

passage compared with parallel Gospel passages.

b. Comment on the theological significance of any theologically revealing editorial

comments at the beginning, end, or throughout the passage.

c. Relation to the Book’s Purpose: Comment on how the emphases in this passage promote

his theological purpose in writing his gospel.  Some concordance work may need to

be done to see whether the emphasis is part of a theological theme running

throughout the work.

c. Relation to Needs in Audience’s Life Setting: Comment on what needs in the audience’s

life setting these theological themes and purposes speak to?
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USE  OF  THE  OLD  TESTAMENT  IN  THE  NEW

The one authority to which the New Testament writers consistently appeal is the Old

Testament.  Whether it be prophecy fulfilled (Acts 2:27ff/Psalm 16), a theological truth to

establish (Acts 15:15ff/Amos 9:11ff), or an ethical directive to substantiate (Rom 13:9/Lev 19:18),

the Old Testament, the New Testament writers’ Bible, was their first authoritative point of

reference.  The New Testament writer could use the Old Testament on the style, idea, and

allusion level (see UBS GNT Index of Allusions and Verbal Parallels).  We have already studied

such use by looking at Literary Analysis: Syntax/Rhetorical Features and Word Study.  Now it

is time to think about analyzing direct OT quotations.  The benefit of such study is threefold.  A

study of a quote’s text form (wording) can help us address issues of accuracy.  A study of the

quote’s appropriation for the New Testament context will help us better interpret the meaning

of the NT passage.  And as we look back at the OT context we can see what authoritative

interpretational light the New Testament’s use brings as we try to understand what the OT

writer intended by this content.    

Use of the Old Testament in the New:  Resources

G. L. Archer and G. Chirichigno, Old Testament Quotations in the New Testament  (Chicago:
Moody Press, 1983).

Beale, Gregory K. The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Text? Essays on the Use of the Old
Testament in the New (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994).

          . and D. A. Carson, eds. A Commentary on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament.
Grand Rapids: Baker, 2007.

Berding, Kenneth and Jonathan Lunde, eds. Three Views on the New Testament Use of the Old
Testament. Conributors: Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., Darrell L. Bock, Peter E. Enns; Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 2008.

Bock, Darrell. "Evangelicals and the Use of the Old Testament in the New." Bibliotheca Sacra
142  (1985): 209-223; 306-319.

Hays, Richard B. and Joel B. Green. "The Use of the Old Testament by New Testament
Writers. In Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation. ed. Joel B. Green. 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995. pp. 222-238.

Howard, Tracy L. “The Use of Hosea 11:1 in Matthew 2:15: An Alternative Solution,”
Bibliotheca Sacra 143 (1986): 314-328.

Hübner, Hans. "New Testament, Old Testament Quotations In." In Anchor Bible Dictionary. ed.
David N. Freedman. 4:1096-1104. New York: Doubleday, 1992.

W. C. Kaiser, Jr., The Uses of the Old Testament in the New  (Chicago: Moody Press, 1985).
Moo, Douglas J. "The Problem of Sensus Plenior." In Hermeneutics, Authority, and Canon. ed. D.

A. Carson and John D. Woodbridge. 175-211. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986. 
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Use of the Old Testament in the New:  Procedure

With the aid of Bibloi create in three parallel columns the New Testament passage with OT

quote; the OT passage LXX; the OT passage MT (Hebrew text).  Study the use of the Old Testament

in your passage according to the following areas, using the worksheet in Appendix E:

1. Text Form:

a.  Identify Any Discrepancies among LXX and MT (Hebrew) and NT quote.

TYPE

(ARCHER &

CHIRICHIGNO)

RELATION OF MT/LXX/NT
MT = MASORETIC TEXT, HEBREW OT

LXX = SEPTUAGINT

# OF NT QUOTES EXAMPLE

“A” NT = LXX = MT 268 Gen 1:27 / Mt 19:4

“B” NT = LXX … MT
(deviation not serious)

50 Ps 16:8-11 / Ac 2:25-28

“C” NT = MT … LXX
(deviation not serious)

33 Is 52:7 / Rom 10:15

“D” NT = LXX … MT
(deviation more serious)

22 Gen 47:31 / Heb 11:21

“E” Nt … LXX;   NT … MT 13 2 Sam 7:8/2 Cor 6:18

b.  Identify the probable source of NT quote (LXX, MT, free rendering)?

c. Explain any wording differences present between the NT and the its OT source?

d. If the NT=LXX…MT, explain the NT writer’s choice of text form?  How you establish

continuity with wording and meaning of MT?

2.  Introductory Formula: 

a. Identify: 

b. Explain what it tells you about the Quote’s Function (Christo-centric–soteriological

[apologetic, prophetic, typological]; theological [general truth, illustration]; practical): 

c. Explain what it tells you about the NT writer’s view of Scripture 

d. List Other Information it provides:
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3.  Quotation’s Function in the New Testament Passage:

a. Describe Quote’s Purpose:

b. Identify and Describe the Interpretational Method used to Appropriate it for the New

Testament passage:

LOCUS OF MEANING

(BOCK)

INTERPRETATIONAL METHOD*

(HOWARD)

Locus of meaning is with the:

OLD TESTAMENT AUTHOR

“Full Human Intent School”

Proponets:  W.C. Kaiser, drawing on W. J. Beecher

PREDICTIVE PROPHECY

Locus of meaning is with the:

DIVINE AUTHOR

“Divine Intent—Human Words School”

Proponents: J.I. Packer, S. L. Johnson; E. Johnson

SENSUS PLENIOR

Locus of meaning is with the:

HISTORICAL PROGRESS OF REVELATION

“Historical Progress of Revelation & Jewish

Hermeneutic School”

Proponents: R. Longenecker; E. E. Ellis; W. Dunnett

MIDRASH PESHER

“This is That” 

(Identification of O. T. Details=”This” with details

in interpreter’s contemporary situation=”That”) 

Locus of meaning is with the:

NEW TESTAMENT AUTHOR

“Canonical Approach & NT Priority School”

Proponent:  B. Waltke

TYPOLOGICAL/ANALOGICAL CORRESPONDENCE

Old Testament Read in Light of New Testament

c. Describe how the Meaning in the Original Old Testament Context is treated:  

* Some basic definitions:

1) Prophetic:  The identification of or details which have been literally fulfilled today.  A

key is the establishment that the OT passage can be only speaking about the Messiah

when literally understood.

2) Midrashic:  The identification of OT details with details in the eschatological present

("This is That").  In Jewish practice, "Not only are events of the writer's own times

interpreted in the light of Scripture; it is even more characteristic that the Scriptures

themselves are interpreted in the light of recent events."  This latter approach will not

occur in an inerrant Scripture. (Rom. 10:6-8)

3) Typological:  Historical details of the dynamics of God's dealing with his people creates

a pattern of spiritual dynamics to be understood and heeded today.

4) Rabbinic:  Argument by inference according to the following rules:

a) lesser to greater (Hebrews 7; John 10:34-35)

b) analogy passages share a common word (Rom. 4:1-8)

c) family based on one member

d) group of kindred passages, in which a feature peculiar to one member is taken to

apply to all
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1.   Frank E. Gaebelein, ed., The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, vol. 8--Matthew, Mark, Luke (Grand

Rapids: Zondervan, 1984), 279; I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the

Greek Text (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 228.

2.   Eduard Schweizer, The Good New  according to Mark, trans. Donald H. Madvig  (Atlanta: John

Knox, 1977): 71.

3.   Marshall, Luke, 230.

4.  Full bibliography of resources referred to in this section in an abbreviated fashion includes: 

Kenneth E. Bailey, Kenneth E. “Informal Controlled Oral Tradition and the Synoptic Gospels,”

Asia Journal of Theology 5 (1991): 34-54; Richard Bauckham, ed., The Gospels for All Christians:

Rethinking the Gospel Audiences (Grand Rapids: Eerdman, 1998); D. A. Carson, “Redaction

Criticism: On the Legitimacy and Illegitimacy of a Literary Tool,” in Scripture and Truth, eds. D.

A. Carson and John D. Woodbridge (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983), 119-146.

E. Earle Ellis, “The Making of the Narratives in the Synoptic Gospels,” in Jesus and the Oral

Gospel Tradition, ed. Henry Wansbrough (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 310-333; R.

T. France, The Gospel of Matthew (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 20-22; Eta

Linnemann,  Is There A Synoptic Problem? Rethinking the Literary Dependence of the First Three

Gospels (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992); Grant R. Osborne, “Redaction Criticism,” in Dictionary of

Jesus and the Gospels, Joel B. Green, Scot McKnight, and I Howard Marshall, eds. (Downers

Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1992), 662-669; Robert H. Stein, “Synoptic Problem,” in Dictionary of

Jesus and the Gospels, Joel B. Green, Scot McKnight, and I Howard Marshall, eds. (Downers

Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1992), 784-792; Robert L. Thomas, Robert L. “Redaction Criticism,” in

The Jesus Crisis: The Inroads of Historical Criticism into Evangelical Scholarship, Robert L. Thomas

and F. David Farnell, eds. (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1998), 233-267; N. T. Wright, Jesus and the

Victory of God (Christian Origins and the Question of God, Vol. 2; Minneapolis: Augsburg

Fortress, 1997). 

e) a family based on two members

f) general group to a particular case; particular case to a general group

g) interpretation by a similar passage elsewhere

h) inference based on the context

5) Allegorical:  Details of the OT text are given spiritual meaning based on a theological or

philosophical system without regard to the history they report or their intended meaning

in the original historical situation.  This approach is unlikely in an inerrant Scripture.

Endnotes


